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a b s t r a c t

32Ground penetrating radar (GPR) is frequently used in pavement assessments, mainly using the evaluation
33of wave travel times. However, GPR data provide further information that could be used in order to deter-
34mine the inner conditions and characteristics about materials. In this paper, the possible analysis of the
35frequency spectrum of GPR signals is analysed and discussed. Several tests were carried out in a portion
36of a highway in two different stages of its service life. Results highlight the relationship between the
37shape of the spectrum and the frequency signature with the structure and conditions of the pavement.
38� 2015 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
39

40

41

42 1. Introduction

43 1.1. Rational flexible pavement rehabilitation according to the AASHTO
44 guide

45 The AASHTO pavement rehabilitation guide [1] regulates the
46 design of reinforcement in flexible pavements based on the stress
47 and strain calculation model in a Burmister multi-layer system
48 [2]. The method is based on determining the stiffness modulus of
49 each layer that makes up the pavement using back-calculation in
50 order to obtain the state of stress and strain in significant points [3].
51 This model considers two decisive values: (1) the maximum
52 permissible horizontal tensile strain at the bottom of the deepest
53 bituminous layer, and (2) the maximum allowable vertical com-
54 pressive strain at the top of the subgrade. The more critical of
55 the two values is used to define the service life of the complete
56 structure.

57This method requires, as input data, the deflection obtained
58under the application of a standardised load and the thicknesses
59of each one of the layers of the pavement. The use of Falling
60Weight Deflectometer (FWD) and Ground-Penetrating Radar
61(GPR) are recommended to obtain these data. Accordingly, the
62combined results of both methods are used to define the stiffness
63of the pavement due to they provide quantitative parameters
64related to rigidity. However, the two methods are affected by the
65uncertainty associated with all indirect methodologies. Moreover,
66external variables as temperature and moisture, could influence
67on the results of the measurements. This work presents some pre-
68liminary tests based on analyzing radar frequencies, discussing the
69possible effect of moisture, changes in the layers thickness and
70porosity on the radar signals, in order to diminish the uncertainty
71in the results and to explore the ability of the method to detect
72changes in pavement layers.

731.2. Advances in the use of GPR in pavement rehabilitation

74The application of GPR technology in civil engineering topics
75started in the 1970s decade, after the development of the first com-
76mercial equipment for civil use [4]. In just a few years, subsoil
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77 prospecting equipments were available on the market with many
78 uses, including for pavements assessment. Some years later, the
79 first works on the use of the GPR in pavement evaluations were
80 published with the aim of determining pavement thicknesses
81 and locating cavities beneath the structure of a road (e.g., [5–8]).
82 In 1987, the American Society for Testing and Materials pub-
83 lished the first recommendations for use of GPR for measuring
84 pavement layers [9]. This document has been revised on two occa-
85 sions, 1998 [10] and 2010 [11]. During this period, the first mono-
86 graph was also published referring to the use of GPR as a support
87 tool for preventive maintenance of asphalt pavements [12].
88 The works of Eckrose in 1989 [13] and Briggs et al. in 1991 [14]
89 established the bases for finding both the thickness and the condi-
90 tions of a pavement at the same time with the objective of
91 approaching the design of reinforcement using the back-
92 calculation method.
93 Somewhat later, in 1996, Maser [15] analysed the type of anten-
94 nas in asphalt pavements studies, and Saarenketo in 1997 [16]
95 obtained an approach to the density of the materials using the
96 dielectric constant. In this period, other authors also studied the
97 dielectric properties of different types of pavement, such as con-
98 crete [17]. In 1998, Morey published a complete work concerning
99 the use of GPR in transport infrastructures [18]. Subsequently,

100 Saarenketo and Scullion [19] proposed the dielectric constant as
101 a variable obtained using the GPR test for detecting cracks in pave-
102 ments, and they compared that constant with the results obtained
103 by using FWD.
104 In 2002, the AASHTO guide [1] included, for the first time, GPR
105 tests for measuring road surface thicknesses and identifying failure
106 pathologies in the structure. The results from those tests allowed
107 dividing the road in different homogenous segments, depending
108 on the GPR data results. Hence, the results of the back-
109 calculation were adjusted for each different segment, improving
110 the interpretation of the deflection bowls. In 2004, AASHTO also
111 published the first version of its official GPR usage and recommen-
112 dations manual. This document is known as AASHTO R-37 [20].
113 The most recent publications on the use of GPR on pavements
114 are mainly focussed on identifying indirect variables associated
115 with their inner conditions. Some of these publications have been
116 devoted to the tests of sensitivity, considering various external fac-
117 tors that may affect the measured variables. For example, [21]
118 analyses the climatic factors that may affect the measurement of
119 the layer thicknesses [22]; studies the uncertainty in the calcula-
120 tion of the density of the layers due to the presence of water
121 [23]; analyses the external factors that may have an impact on
122 the correct identification of debonded areas between layers; [24]
123 analyses density and moisture in discontinuities based on the
124 reflected wave amplitude in radar images, detecting zones poorly
125 compacted, and comparing GPR data to X-ray imaging. More recent
126 intensive applications demonstrate the potential of the methodol-
127 ogy in the assessment of many parameters that affect the pave-
128 ments: compaction uniformity, thicknesses, zones with water
129 retention and low density areas [25].
130 In 2011, Leng [26] compiles various pavement analysis tech-
131 niques such as the detection of wave front scattering, obtaining
132 the relative dielectric permittivity (or of the wave propagation
133 velocity) by means of the Common Midpoint (CMP) method.

134 1.3. The frequency spectrum of the GPR signals

135 The radio-electric emission spectrum of a GPR antenna repre-
136 sents the frequency distribution of the electromagnetic energy
137 emitted by that antenna in one pulse. The spectrum can be found
138 applying the Fourier transform to the A-scans. The Fourier

139transform decomposes the function of time into the frequencies,
140allowing to define different contributions of each one of the fre-
141quencies of the recorded signal. Extensive description of this pro-
142cess can be found in many references, for example in [27].
143GPR antennas emit ultra-wide band microwave or radiofre-
144quency pulses. During the propagation of the signal through the
145media, the frequency signature changes as the media acts as a
146low-pass filter [28]. To determine to what extent this phenomenon
147is occurring, the frequency signature of the received waves must be
148analysed by comparing it with the spectrum of the emitted signal
149and thus observing the frequency ranges absorbed or attenuated
150by the materials of the medium.
151Usually, the frequency signature of a GPR signal is analysed by
152determining the central spectrum frequency and its bandwidth.
153Other methods are based on the analysis of the asymmetry of the
154received signal spectrum and of the distribution of the reflected
155and absorbed energy [29]. These studies demonstrate the signifi-
156cant relationship between the wave propagation velocity and the
157GPR signal frequency signature [30]. However, most of the pave-
158ment studies are based on the relationship between the wave
159propagation velocity and its dependency on the relative dielectric
160permittivity of the medium in order to evaluate possible deteriora-
161tion [31], without analysing the frequencies of the received signals.
162Notwithstanding, some noteworthy studies are focused on the
163detection of moisture in construction materials. A remarkable
164result of some of those studies is the progressive reduction of the
165bandwidth and the shifting of the central frequency to lower val-
166ues as the water content increases. These analysis were applied
167to concrete [32,33], to ballast for railway infrastructure [34,35]
168and to other media [36].
169Other studies have analysed the alterations in the frequency
170spectra as the ratio of two materials changes. For example, it has
171been observed that as a larger proportion of clay is added to a sandy
172soil, the central frequency and the bandwidth of the signal reduces
173and the maximum amplitude of the reflected wave increases [37].
174Analysis of the signal frequencies has also been used to locate
175mineral or hydrocarbon reserves [38], although at frequency
176ranges lower than those that are usual in pavement studies.
177Other studies were based on laboratory tests, showing the depen-
178dence of the frequency signature with water content [39]. Those
179results seem to indicate that the analysis of field data based on
180the characteristics of the frequency signature could be an interest-
181ing additional information in the pavement assessment.

1821.4. Purpose of study

183Based on those previous studies, this paper presents some first
184tests carried out to check the sensitivity of an electromagnetic
185wave in the frequency domain in the diagnostic assessment of
186asphalt pavement pathologies.
187The analysis is focused on determining the changes in the spec-
188trum by comparing the received signal frequency signature with
189the spectrum of the signal emitted by commercial GPR equipment.
190The changes that are observed in the analysis are related to differ-
191ent anomalies in the pavement materials, in many cases to the
192existence of cavities and moisture because the bearing capacity
193of a road pavement is highly affected by those parameters.
194To achieve the main objectives, three different surveys were
195carried out. The first one was a GPR assessment of the road after
196its construction. The second one was a FDW survey. Based on these
197two previous analyses, certain segments of a highway pavement
198were selected. Subsequently, data was acquired with GPR and
199finally a selective asphalt core extraction was carried out to check
200the results.
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201 2. Methodology

202 2.1. Type of pavement tested

203 The tests were carried out on a 2.5 km length section of a high-
204 way that is one of the main access routes to the metropolitan area
205 of Barcelona through the west of the city. This section is character-
206 ized by its flexible pavement which was constructed and open to
207 service in 2004 and has a design life of 20 years. The pavement
208 structure was built with thicker granular and asphalt layers.
209 The high thickness of the layers reduces the incidence of unde-
210 sirable effects due to discontinuities and construction factors in the
211 frequency spectrum of the signal.
212 The standard cross-section of the pavement is made up of dis-
213 tinct asphalt mix layers with a total design thickness of 30 cm over
214 a 25 cm thick granular base, as shown in Fig. 1. In this well delim-
215 ited section, FWD and GPR methods were applied in the study of
216 the pavement, being FDW used to select the areas studied with
217 GPR. Some results from both methodologies were also compared
218 and commented.

219 2.2. Data acquisition

220 Two GPR surveys (both with a nominal 800 MHz centre fre-
221 quency antenna) were carried out on the same section of a high-
222 way in different periods. The spectrum of the signal emitted by
223 the antenna used in the tests is shown in Fig. 2. The maximum
224 amplitude peak appears at frequencies close to 850 MHz, and the
225 centre frequency for 3 dB is about 950 MHz. The vertical resolution
226 can be considered as the wavelength of the received signal divided
227 by 4. Since the average velocity is about 10 cm/ns and the centre
228 frequency is close 950 MHz, the theoretical expected resolution is
229 about 3 cm in this particular study.

230The first survey was in 2004, before the highway was open to
231traffic; the second, in 2013, after a FWD analysis. The previous
232deflection assessment with FWD, before the second GPR survey,
233was used to identify the most suitable sections for the tests, con-
234sidering the objectives of the study. Each deflection value corre-
235sponds to a particular point, and is also corrected for
236temperature and humidity, in accordance with the equations of
237the Asphalt Institute [40]. The sectioning of results obeys the stan-
238dard application calculation criteria of the accumulated finite dif-
239ferences in accordance with the 1993 version of the AASHTO
240pavement design guide [41,42]. The criterion for the selection of
241the zones for the further GPR assessments was the existence of
242important anomalies in the FDW results. In addition, a zone with
243regular and homogeneous FDW results was also selected in order
244to have reference values.
245In the two GPR tests, a vehicle was used in order to move the
246antenna at a speed that prevented traffic being held up, and one
247sample was acquired every 25 cm using a sampling frequency of
248about 15 GHz.
249The antenna was fitted to the rear of the tractor vehicle away
250from the noise of the engine and sufficiently separated from the
251body of the vehicle. The distance between the antenna and the
252pavement surface was about 15 cm (Fig. 3), preventing possible
253accidental impacts of the antenna with the ground during the radar
254data acquisition.
255GPR and FWD results were checked with cores that were
256extracted in accordance with the study requirements.

2572.3. GPR signal processing

258Radar data was processed in three steps. Firstly, the sections of
259greatest interest were selected based on the preliminary GPR
260(measurements in the first stage) and FWD results. As conse-
261quence, the road was divided in zones characterized by their radar
262image and with similar properties. Secondly, every one of these
263sections was divided in zones of 5 m length showing
264approximately homogeneous images. In each one of those zones,
265the A-scans along 5 m were averaged, obtaining a mean value that
266was defined as distinctive of the zone. Thirdly, the mean A-scans in
267time domain were converted into spectra in the frequency domain.
268Fig. 4 shows typical results obtained in a zone with standard
269structural cross-section and with no detected construction
270pathologies. The core (Fig. 4a) shows the pavement cross-section.
271The contacts between layers correspond to every one of the peaks
272that appears in the graph of Fig. 4b. This diagram represents the
273envelope of the trace amplitude, recorded in the time domain.
274However, as consequence of small heterogeneities, some particular
275scans could not represent the average characteristics of the studied
276zone. Therefore, in order to prevent the use of signals affected by

Fig. 2. GPR data in air obtained with the antenna used in the field tests, and the spectrum.

Fig. 1. Pavement cross section tested.
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277 the existence of no representative targets, all the scans recorded in
278 each selected section were averaged. Hence, the absolute value of
279 the wave amplitudes shown in Fig. 4 represents the average of
280 20 scans. The spectrum was obtained with a Fourier transform of
281 the time averaged signal (Fig. 4c).
282 The core in Fig. 4a denotes the existence of four asphalt layers
283 that are perfectly adhered together but built with different mixes.
284 The upper layer (A) is the most different from the other layers due
285 to its aggregate gradation, its void content and its aggregate nature,
286 which is the granite type. The other three layers are made up of
287 limestone aggregates and are differentiated from each other by
288 their aggregate gradation and by the voids and bitumen content.
289 The peaks corresponding to the maximum amplitudes in Fig. 4b
290 are associated to each one of the transitions between layers and
291 the number of peaks that represent them. The peak at a time of
292 about 5.5 ns corresponds to the transition between the bottom
293 bituminous layer and the granular base. The peaks at earlier times
294 correspond to each one of the transitions between bituminous lay-
295 ers. The first peak at 0 ns corresponds to the transition between the
296 air and the pavement surface.

297Finally, the frequency distribution of the received signal is
298exhibited in Fig. 4c. The graph shows two main areas that can be
299associated with the existence of two media characterised by differ-
300ent electromagnetic properties: AC (Asphalt concrete) and GB
301(Granular Base).
302These two main zones of the spectrum denote that most of the
303energy reflected is between 700 MHz and 900 MHz, and between
3041100 and 1300 MHz, presenting this second zone lower
305amplitudes.

3063. Results

3073.1. Effect of the layer thickness variations on the frequency signature

308In order to check the sensitivity of the frequency signature to
309the thickness of the two different types of aggregates in a
310two-layer system, the spectrum obtained was analysed by varying
311the thickness ratio between the two layers. Therefore, a transition
312wedge embedded in the pavement was utilised with the objective

Fig. 3. GPR device used for testing.

Fig. 4. Results obtained on a standard structural section: (a) specimen showing the layers of the structure, (b) GPR time envelope signal averaged of 5 m, and (c) frequency
content, in average.
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313 of highlighting the possible effects as consequence of changes in
314 thicknesses of the layers.
315 The transition wedge was a construction element used to facil-
316 itate the transition from flexible pavement to a concrete structure.
317 It consisted of progressively increasing the thickness of the stan-
318 dard cross-section of the asphalt, 25 m before arriving at the con-
319 crete structure. Its purpose was to progressively increase the
320 stiffness of the system in order to minimise the transition effects
321 from a flexible and deformable structure to a non-deformable
322 and rigid structure.
323 Fig. 5 shows the radar data (radargram) obtained over this tran-
324 sition wedge where the most noticeable anomaly is probably
325 caused by the contact between the asphalt layers and the granular
326 base. The two way travel time to this target is progressively
327 increased as the thickness of the wedge increases. Four points
328 (A, B, C and D in Fig. 5), separated by 5 m, were used in this eval-
329 uation carried out during the first stage of the survey, prior to
330 the putting into service of the infrastructure. Accordingly, the
331 assessed zone was supposed homogeneous enough and without
332 damage as consequence of use. Consequently, the values for the
333 most important electromagnetic properties of the materials that
334 make up layers AC and GB were obtained from the literature.
335 One of the most frequently used guides was published by Russel
336 in 2011 [43], which gives the values shown in Table 1 for air, bitu-
337 men, limestone and water. The materials that make up the asphalt
338 layers and granular base were also considered to be those given by
339 technical specifications of materials for new constructions [44]
340 (see Table 2).
341 In Fig. 5, point A represents the standard cross-section thick-
342 ness, and point D corresponds to the pavement thickness at the
343 beginning of the concrete slab. The two-way travel time corre-
344 sponding to four different points in the area (A, B, C and D) are
345 shown in Table 3.
346 By considering the data in Tables 1 and 2, it could be considered
347 that the dielectric permittivity of the AC might be smaller than the
348 value corresponding to the GB layer, mainly because of the water
349 content of the GB layer is higher. Furthermore, the spectrum in
350 the case of high water content is usually characterized by lower
351 frequencies [e.g., [39]]. Therefore, the range of frequencies corre-
352 sponding to the AC layer should include higher frequency values
353 than that corresponding to the GB layer. Fig. 6 shows the spectrum
354 corresponding to the scans from each one of the representative
355 points of the transition wedge A, B, C and D represented in Fig. 5,
356 compared to the spectrum of a direct wave propagated by air. At
357 the four points, the spectrum denotes that the frequency signature
358 could be separated into two main zones. The first one (at lower fre-
359 quencies) is characterised by a main peak of higher amplitude cor-
360 responding to a central frequency close to 800 MHz. The
361 bandwidth around this 800 MHz peak, measured at 3 dB, is similar
362 in the four points. Regarding that this area remains constant, it
363 could be considered that those lower frequencies most likely

364corresponds to the signal reflected at the contact between the GB
365layer and the deeper layers, the characteristics of which remain
366invariable at the four analysed points.
367Furthermore, a second zone of the spectrum can be seen within
368a range of frequencies higher than this 800 MHz main peak. In this
369second zone, a secondary peak presents different amplitudes for
370each one of the four different points. The amplitude of this
371secondary peak increases as the thickness of the asphalt layers
372increases. Moreover, the bandwidth of this second area of the spec-
373trum also increases as the layer thickness increases. This behaviour
374could associate this second part of the spectrum to the reflection in
375the contact between the AC and GB layers.
376Besides, the frequency of the second main peak associated with
377the AC–GB contact moves towards the low frequencies as the
378thickness of the material increases. This phenomenon could be
379explained by the higher presence of water in the semi-dense or
380course mixes commonly used as asphalt base mixes, which present
381about a 10% of water content.

3823.2. Effect of moisture on the frequency signature

383The water in the deepest layers of a pavement is one of the main
384causes of greater structural deterioration that significantly affects
385the bearing capacity of the road. These losses of stiffness can be
386greater than 50% depending on the season and weather during
387the deflection measurements [45].

Fig. 5. Radargram obtained on the transition wedge from a concrete bridge and the standard section. White arrows indicate four points (A, B, C and D), separated 5 m from
each other, superposed on the transition wedge.

Table 1
Electromagnetic parameters for the different materials [40].

Air Bitumen Limestone Water

Relative dielectric permittivity (er) 1 3–5 7–9 81
Wave velocity (mm/ns) 300 134–173 100–113 30–35

Table 2
Estimated composition of each layer according to Spanish specifications [41].

Average content (%)

Voids Bitumen Limestone Water

AC layers 5 5 90 2
GB layers 10 0 80 10

Table 3
Location of the four measured points (A, B, C and D in Fig. 5) and depth to the contact
AC–GB.

Distance from the origin (m) AC thickness (cm)

Point A 30 30
Point B 35 35
Point C 40 40
Point D 45 45
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388 A deflection bowl obtained in an area with materials that con-
389 tains high percentage of water in their pores presented high deflec-
390 tion values in all the geophones, as well as a low resilience,
391 observed in the sensors furthest from the load application point
392 (Fig. 7b).
393 Moreover, asphalt cores from the section affected by moisture
394 highlighted the deterioration. Fig. 7a shows an asphalt core
395 extracted from an area affected by high water content. Besides, this
396 asphalt core evidences the important loss of bonding between the
397 AC and GB layers.
398 The frequency signature corresponding to the GPR record in this
399 damaged area (Fig. 7c) underscored a significant reduction of the
400 bandwidth in the section associated to the GB layer. Additionally,
401 the maximum amplitude spectrum peaks were significantly moved
402 towards the low frequencies. As consequence, the peak centred at
403 approximately 800 MHz in the case of the new pavement was
404 moved to a frequency close to 700 MHz in the data obtained in
405 the deteriorated pavement. Furthermore, the peak associated with
406 the contact between AC and GB, around 1200 MHz in the case of
407 the new pavement, was close to 850 MHz for the deteriorated
408 pavement.

4093.3. Effect of air (porosity) on the frequency signature

410Another cause of failure of the pavement is the loss of bonding
411at the interface between layers, due to the deterioration or poor
412adhesion of the tack coat. The service life of the pavement exposed
413to cyclic load stresses can be reduced by around 50% when the
414bonding between layers is reduced about to 10% [46].
415The deflection bowl obtained in an area with loss of bonding
416between layers showed high deflection values in the geophones
417closest to the load application points, and the sensors furthest
418away (Fig. 8b) exhibited a rapid recovery. Consequently, the
419debonding caused an overload in the lower layers that weakens
420them and progressively reduced their service life.
421Fig. 8 shows the results of the tests carried out in an area with
422loss of bonding. The asphalt core extracted in this section (Fig. 8a)
423denotes the deterioration at the contact surfaces between the dif-
424ferent AC layers.
425The frequency spectrum (Fig. 8c) exhibits that the range of
426frequencies corresponding to the reflection on the GB contact
427remains invariable compared to the pavement in its original
428condition (obtained from the first stage of measurements).

Fig. 6. Response spectra obtained in the measurement points A, B, C and D. The frequencies that could correspond to the GB and AC layers are marked with arrows.

Fig. 7. (a) core, (b) deflections and (c) GPR spectrum signal, from a pavement section where moisture problems in the sub grade are known.
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429 Notwithstanding, the range of frequencies corresponding to the AC
430 layer is characterized by 3 high amplitude peaks at frequencies
431 between 900 MHz and 1300 MHz. This splitting of the bandwidth
432 could be caused by the layer debonding (Fig. 8a).

433 4. Conclusions

434 This work was devoted to determine the differences on the fre-
435 quency signature of GPR signals obtained in the pavement assess-
436 ment, depending on the characteristics and conditions of the
437 pavement layers. The results obtained after several measurements
438 are described in this paper, being the possible base to further anal-
439 ysis. Although GPR survey is commonly used in the assessment of
440 roads, the applications used to be focused on the wave velocity and
441 on the wave amplitude. Few studies has been devoted to the eval-
442 uation of the frequency signature as complementary data. The pre-
443 liminary tests carried out in field reveal that this frequency
444 analysis could be a helpful tool, although more studies and further
445 statistical analysis might be carried out based on those first results
446 presented in this paper.
447 The methodology consisted of the measurements on the main
448 road in two different stages of its service life. The first survey
449 was carried out just before the use of the road. The second survey
450 was carried out four years later. Hence, radar data obtained in the
451 first survey was assumed to be corresponding to perfect materials,
452 without important damage, while the second survey provides data
453 that was acquired in different zones characterized by different dis-
454 tresses and conservation actions. Therefore, the results were
455 obtained to evaluate different characteristics, being those obtained
456 in the second survey used to assess damage zones, highlighting the
457 changes on the frequency that seem to be dependent on the dam-
458 age. The main features deduced by this study indicate:

459 1. Changes in the frequency signature of the recorded signal are
460 associated to changes on the layers thicknesses. The pavement
461 materials act as a low pass filter, and the peaks of the spectrum
462 are moved to lower frequencies in the case of layers with higher
463 thicknesses. Moreover, the amplitude of the spectrum is
464 reduced while the layer thickness is increased.
465 2. The existence of more than one layer could be associated to
466 changes on the spectrum showing clearly two or more zones,
467 each one most likely corresponding to the reflected energy in
468 each one of the discontinuities. The analysis of a zone with an
469 intermediate layer characterized by variable thickness empha-
470 sized the existence of areas of the spectrum without changes
471 in all the zone, while in other zones the amplitude diminishes
472 while the depth to the contact increases and the intermediate
473 layer thickness decreases. Therefore, the analysis suggests that
474 different zones of the spectrum could be associated to the
475 reflections on different contacts.

4763. Changes in water content seem to be associated to changes in
477the bandwidth of the spectrum that diminish while the water
478content increases. Additionally, higher moisture could corre-
479spond to a displacement of the spectrum peaks toward lower
480frequencies.
4814. The increase of the porosity in the pavement layers causes an
482increase of the air content in the materials. The analysis of the
483spectrum of the GPR signals from different zones characterized
484by different porosities seems to indicate that the number of
485peaks of the spectrum increases as debonding between layers
486increases.
487

488Finally, this study suggests the possibility of developing
489algorithms in order to segment roads depending on the frequency
490spectrum of GPR signals as an additional tool in pavement evalua-
491tion, based on the changes of the bandwidth and the maximum
492amplitude peaks along the same road.
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